Abstract-Ever growing "omics" data and continuously accumulated biological knowledge provide an unprecedented opportunity to identify molecular biomarkers and their interactions that are responsible for cancer phenotypes that can be accurately defined by clinical measurements such as in vivo imaging. Since signaling or regulatory networks are dynamic and context-specific, systematic efforts to characterize such structural alterations must effectively distinguish significant network rewiring from random background fluctuations. Here we introduced a novel integration of network biology and imaging to study cancer phenotypes and responses to treatments at the molecular systems level. Specifically, Differential Dependence Network (DDN) analysis was used to detect statistically significant topological rewiring in molecular networks between two phenotypic conditions, and in vivo Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) was used to more accurately define phenotypic sample groups for such differential analysis. We applied DDN to analyze two distinct phenotypic groups of breast cancer and study how genomic instability affects the molecular network topologies in high-grade ovarian cancer. Further, FDA-approved arsenic trioxide (ATO) and the ND2-SmoA1 mouse model of Medulloblastoma (MB) were used to extend our analyses of combined MRI and Reverse Phase Protein Microarray (RPMA) data to assess tumor responses to ATO and to uncover the complexity of therapeutic molecular biology.
INTRODUCTION
C ANCERS are often characterized by misregulation of the bio--molecular pathways that control cellular processes of DNA replication and repair, mitosis and metabolism, proliferation and apoptosis, motility and angiogenesis [1] . Viewing cancer cells as an information processing system, most cellular components exert their functions through interactions with other cellular components and are constantly making context-appropriate cell-fate decisions [2] . This interconnectivity implies that the impact of a treatment can spread along the links of the network and alter the activity of phenotypic gene products [3] . One primary interest in cancer research is how cancer cells differ from each other in their responses to treatments, where cell responses, such as signal transduction, cell-fate decisions and adaptation, are intrinsically context-specific [1] , [4] , [5] . A corollary of these views is that the changes in the interdependencies among molecular components lead to deep functional and causal relationships among apparently distinct phenotypes [2] , [3] , [6] . Instead of asking "which genes are differentially expressed?", further important question here is "which genes are differentially connected?" [7] , [8] . Network-based approaches to cancer research have significant biological and clinical applications [3] . Compared with studies of static network topology, methods that are able to capture the dynamical changes of biological networks may reveal more insights into the critical alternations brought by cancer [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . A better understanding of molecular interconnectedness on cancer phenotypes may lead to the identification of novel cancer genes and pathways, which, in turn, may offer better targets for drug development [3] . Studies on network-attacking therapies will shed new light on whether network rewiring is a general principle of cancer cells and their responses, knowledge of which would in turn be critical as molecular therapies target proteins and their networks but not genes [2] , [11] , [12] .
On the other hand, medical imaging applications have undergone explosive growth over the past few decades and now play multiple roles in clinical oncology [13] , [14] . Medical imaging modalities provide in vivo noninvasive methods for characterizing anatomical and functional changes associated with cancer progression and responses to therapy [15] , [16] . Imaging approaches have recently been used to test the efficacy of antitumor drugs by identifying new efficacy endpoints that are more easily monitored than currently used endpoints, such as invasive biopsies and survival analysis [13] , [17] , [18] . Furthermore, because many imaging platforms are minimally or noninvasive, longitudinal studies can be performed in a single animal, serving as an important source of phenotypic data without compromising statistical significance [19] , [20] . The truly transformative power of imaging is expected to have a major impact on individualized treatment, drug development, and response to therapy.
In this paper, we report a systems biology approach that advances our integrated magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [21] , Reverse Phase Protein Microarray (RPMA) [22] data, survival data, DNA copy number data, and Differential Dependency Network (DDN) tool [4] , [5] , collectively exploring the power of network biology (using multiplatform omics data) and in vivo imaging (deep phenomics data) to mechanistically study complex cancer phenotypes and therapeutic responses, via a well-controlled biological model system [19] , [20] , [23] . This work has been focused on the integration of genomics and phenomics through network biology and imaging, but not on the act of network biology or imaging in isolation [2] , [17] , [24] . Specifically, DDN analysis is used to detect and visualize statistically significant topological rewiring in molecular networks between two phenotypic or genotype conditions, and in vivo MRI is used to more accurately define phenotypic sample groups for such differential analysis. Unlike most existing network identification methods that focus on the network inference under a static condition, DDN emphasizes on the differential changes of network topology under different environments and their statistical significance. Finding the differential networks across multiple conditions is in essence a multi-task learning problem [25] , and the prior knowledge of network structure can be introduced in a Bayesian way. Knowledge incorporation in DDN is designed to equivalently tune the Laplace priors [26] , [27] for the edge parameters in accordance with prior knowledge. By applying knowledge incorporation controlling strategy, DDN achieves maximum knowledge incorporation while staying robust to inaccurate knowledge. Further, DDN enables for the precise control of desired Type I error rate and exact p-value significance assessment for differential edges. We first demonstrate the principle and performance of DDN using realistic simulations and real gene expression data acquired from breast and ovarian cancers. To address the challenges of integrating in vivo imaging and therapeutic response data with ex vivo molecular data using a more systems-based network modeling approach to better understand the pathobiology of cancer and to better affect its cure [19] , [20] , we provide additional new results from an ongoing preclinical drug study on Medulloblastoma (MB) demonstrating how multiscale modeling can lead to a more comprehensive understanding of cancer biology and therapy. Using Arsenic trioxide (ATO) and the ND2-SmoA1 MB model from our previous studies [19] , [20] , our current work provides the proof of principal groundwork to confirm ATO's role as an effective anti-proliferative and pro-apoptotic drug, in vivo. The outcomes and an improved understanding of ATO's mechanism of action should provide the rational basis for the design, implementation and analyses of clinical trials in children with MB.
METHODS

Overview of the Data Acquisition and Analytics Pipeline
We developed a data acquisition and analytics pipeline to integrate multiplatform data (survival, MRI, DNA copy number, gene expression, and protein) for studying cancer phenotypes and responses to therapy. The workflow among modules and their systematic cooperation is illustrated in Fig. 1 . MRI-imaging as a physical examination tool defines the phenotypic sample groups for all subsequent analysis and labels the gene expression data, RPMA protein data, survival data and tumor growth data. Survival data and longitudinal MRI-based tumor volume estimates were used to establish the efficacy of ATO treatment based on the known groups groups. Correspondingly, to corroborate with the other studies and to investigate possible mechanisms, DDN analysis uses gene expression data or RPMA protein data to detect significant rewiring of transcriptional regulatory networks between different phenotypes or drug treatments. Unlike our previous endpoint study [19] , [20] , and as a complete demonstration of the integrated approach, the animals on the ATO study were longitudinally interrogated by MRI for tumor growth kinetics and survival analysis, followed by DDN analysis based on RPMA protein data for mechanistic reasons of drug efficacy.
Differential Dependence Network (DDN) Analysis
Biological networks are context-specific and dynamic in nature [28] . Network differences among subtypes of cancer, as well as cancers undergoing treatment, provide a window into the underlying mechanisms driving the systematic changes. DDN method is used to reveal the biological networks of information processing [4] , [5] . In this paper, we applied an improved DDN analytic tool that simultaneously learns conserved network structures as well as conditionspecific topological changes, properly supported by the existing biological knowledge [29] . The DDN results provide great insights into the underlying biology of how the organisms adapt to different conditions and opening up a new era of understanding and treatment of diseases [3] , [30] . We use the adjacency matrix of prior knowledge network W 2 < pÂp to represent the prior knowledge. The elements of W are either 1 or 0, with W ij ¼ 1 indicating the existence of an edge between the ith gene and jth gene (or their gene products) in the databases such as KEGG [31] , where i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p; i 6 ¼ j. If the prior knowledge is not condition-specific, which is common in most biological databases, the prior knowledge adjacency matrix W will be symmetric.
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and 
The problem of learning structural changes between two conditions with prior knowledge is formulated as a convex optimization problem. Network structures under two conditions as well as their changes are simultaneously obtained by solving the optimization problem for each node (variable) X i , i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p, with the objective function
The solution is obtained by minimizing (3),
In (4), the structures of the graphical model under two conditions are learned jointly. The first weighted ' 1 -regularization term leads to the identification of sparse graph structure to keep the most informative connections. The second ' 1 -regularization term encourages sparse changes in the model structure and parameters between two conditions, and thereby suppresses the structural and parametric inconsistencies due to noise in the data and limited samples to highlight significant topological changes.
The problem (4) can be solved efficiently by the block coordinate descent (BCD) algorithm detailed in [29] . We repeat this procedure to each node X i , i ¼ 1; 2; . . . i indicate the neighbors of the ith node under the second condition. In biological network modeling, we are particularly interested in where and how the network exhibits different topologies between two conditions. The different connections between two conditions are highlighted to indicate such changes.
The prior knowledge is explicitly incorporated into the formulation by W and u in the block-wise weighted ' 1 -regularization term. A proper u will reduce the penalty applied to b ðcÞ ji corresponding to the connection between X i and X j with W ij ¼ 1. As a result, the connection between them will more likely be detected. A robust strategy of setting u is used here as specified in [29] by maximizing the incorporation while controlling the degradation of performance due to inaccurate knowledge under worst case scenario (random prior) within a desired bound. Our experimental results in [29] show that such robustness is achievable. As can be expected, in the absence of definitive ground truth about the "common" and "condition-specific" biological networks, the validation of a new method for learning the networks from real data (and prior knowledge) is always problematic. Thus, we have focused our simulation studies on the impact of imperfect prior knowledge (mainly false positives), i.e., the network inference precision and recall as the false positive rate in the prior knowledge increases. Results showed that the precision and recall of inference remain robust even the prior knowledge is totaly random.
In the formulation, 2 controls the sparsity of structural and parametric changes between two conditions. DDN method uses two steps to determine 2 and assess the statistical significance of rewiring (differential edges). It is found by putting the type I error rate under null distribution in the vicinity of desired type I error rate using batches of permuted samples to get neither liberal nor conservative differential power. Suppose the network size (number of edges) is E under null distribution and the expected type I error rate is a, i.e., about aE differential edges are expected to be falsely claimed. Then, the value of 2 is determined by gradually increasing it from 0 until the empirical type I error rate matches the predesigned value of a under the null distribution. With determined 2 we further assess the p-value of differential edges based on permutation test. DDN learning uses a block coordinate descent algorithm in which we have developed a closed-form solution for sub-problems [27] . The fast solution enables scalability to both large network size and sample size. Further more, closed-form BCD algorithm can be easily paralleled and distributed, and the DDN software package also provides the users with a parallel computing option utilizing ubiquitous multi-core machines. We experimentally compared DDN with a universal convex problem solver CVX [32] , [33] , where DDN reaches a stable solution about 600 times faster than the CVX solution. According to our records, on a computer with 2.3 GHz CPU frequency, 100 runs of DDN for inferring a 100-node network (with 150 samples) used about 6 seconds per run, in-average, in contrast to 3,764 seconds per run by CVX. We also tested DDN using 1,000 nodes and 1,000 samples. When accurate p-value on each of the differential edges is required, a sufficient number of permutations will be used to estimate the null distribution. The computational-intensive nature of the permutation sampling will be the only limiting factor that tightly depends on the sample size [29] . Nevertheless, since DDN is aimed to detect significant rewiring between different phenotypic conditions where within-group samples must be highly "homogeneous", our experience indicates that sample size is generally not a problem in real data analysis.
Chromosome Instability Index (CIN) Analysis
Somatic copy number alterations are common genetic events in the development and progression of various human cancers, and significantly contribute to tumorigenesis [34] , [35] . Recent advances in oligonucleotide-based single nucleotide polymorphism arrays have made it possible to detect regional amplifications and deletions with high resolution on a genome-wide scale [36] . To quantify the relative impact levels of somatic DNA copy number alterations, we used a previously described method to calculate the genome-wide chromosomal instability index [37] . The CIN Index is defined based on CNA results as the number of segments weighted by amplitude of alteration to reflect how intense the structural variation a chromosome has gone through. The cutoffs of amplification and deletion are t 1 and t 2 respectively. Then the CIN of chromosome i for sample j is defined as: We use a vector to represent the chromosome instability of a sample [37] 
Survival Analysis
Survival information is used either as a criteria to define groups or to validate the effect of drug treatment. In the group division, samples with vastly different survival time were classified into two groups for further comparative analysis. In drug treatment study the survival of treated and untreated samples were compared. Once small tumors were detected by MRI, the mice were randomly divided into "ATO" and "MB" groups, and were treated with either ATO or sterile saline (the vehicle for ATO), respectively, as previously described in an endpoint study of ATO [19] , [20] . The new data were collated as records of the date of birth, treatment, and death date, and multi-step and criteria quality control was performed. The samples size observed at endpoint and used in subsequent analysis are n ATO ¼ 45 and n MB ¼ 41. To assess the efficacy of ATO treatment, we performed KaplanMeier survival analysis, generated the survivorship curves of the mice, and calculated the P-values and hazard ratios at 95 percent confidence intervals (Fig. 2) , consistent with our previous findings.
MRI Volume Based Tumor Growth Rate Estimation
Using MRI, we have previously reported that ATO was effective at blocking tumor progression in the ND2-SmoA1 mouse model [23] and that ATO affected tumor metabolic activity using magnetic resonance spectroscopy [19] . The imaging datasets were acquired using the Georgetown-Lombardi Preclinical Imaging Research Laboratory's 7.0 Tesla Bruker MRI with a 35 mm birdcage brain imaging coil. The mouse was placed in our proprietary stereotaxic holder with temperature and respiration control (Fig. 3) . T 2 -weighted RARE sequence is used with image matrix ¼ 256 Â 256; TR ¼ 4;660 ms; TE ¼ 36 ms; RARE factor ¼ 8; averages ¼ 4; FOV ¼ 3:5 cm, slicethickness=inter-slice ¼ 0:5 mm essentially as previously described [19] , [20] . The MB tumors appeared as bright homogeneous regions with irregular outer edges due to tumor-induced vasculature and changes in the normal surrounding cerebellum (Fig. 3) . The major limitations associated with existing manual segmentation methods are that the software drawing tools are often awkward and inconvenient and that the results can be inaccurate, subjective, and prone to human error. We adopted a semi-automatic less-subjective approach, a novel combination of nearest-neighbor region growing and Canny edge detector [21] , [38] , to accurately define tumor boundaries and estimate tumor volume in MRI datasets. The volume data from tumor-bearing mice, with (n ATO ¼ 5) or without (n MB ¼ 6) ATO treatment were collected via longitudinal MRI scans taken at 2 $ 4 time snapshots separated by days, resulting 60-120 scans. Due to limited time points and observed linearity in most samples, we fit a linear regression model to the time-course of tumor growth data to estimate the overall tumor growth rates and performed two-sample unequal-variance significance t/Utests to assess the efficacy of ATO treatment.
Protein Microarrays and Differential Analyses
Using tumor samples from these mouse models, we have previously performed RPMA [22] to define the protein expression profiles in treated versus control MB tissues [19] . Our original proteomics analyses were initially focused on a few proteins involved in primarily receptor signaling and cell cycle regulation [19] . Further analyses were performed to encompass many proteins covering abroad spectrum of the proliferative, apoptotic and intracellular signaling pathways. A total of 154 QC-approved cell cycle relevant proteins were assayed using RPMA. Both two-sample unequalvariance t-tests and permutation-based significant test were performed to identify significantly differentially-expressed proteins between the ATO and MB control groups.
RESULTS
Simulation Study Demonstrates the Performance of DDN
As an illustrative and validation example, we first demonstrated the performance of DDN in discovering both common and unique edges between conditions using a realistically simulated data set. We used SynTReN [39] , a gene expression data simulator, to simulate the expression value of 20 genes under two conditions. The ground-truth network is shown in Fig. 4b , with red and green edges indicate condition-specific connections and black edges indicate edges shared by both conditions. The DDN learning results are shown in Fig. 4a . Out of 10 differential edges, seven are correctly identified by DDN and no false positive differential edges are committed. In addition, five shared edges are also identified. This example represents the typical usage of DDN and demonstrates the effectiveness in discovering biological network structural changes.
DDN Finds Novel Rewiring in Study of Breast Cancer Recurrence After Treatment
We first used DDN to find the network changes occuring in breast cancer recurrence after treatment using a public patient data [40] which are harvested on Affymetrix U133A platform. The samples were divided by phenotype feature into two groups according to recurrence status: Condition 1 (recurrent) is represented by 30 samples, in which cancer recurrence was found within three years after surgery. Condition 2 (non recurrent) has 37 samples, which still are recurrence free by the time data were reported and have already lived at least nine years after surgery. We focused on the Cell Cycle pathway retrieved from KEGG pathway database [31] as prior knowledge for the study. In the network result representation, node color indicates gene expression fold change of condition 2/condition 1. White means no change; redder means more up-regulated in condition 2 and down-regulated in condition 1; greener means more down-regulated in condition 2 and upregulated in condition 1.
There are two types of edges, straight lines and zigzag lines, each of which has three attributes: color, arrow shape and thickness. For straight lines, red means the edge only exists in condition 1, and there is no edge in condition 2. Green means the opposite that edge only exists in condition 2 and there is no edge in condition 1. Edges with arrows indicate positive dependency (promotion) between genes. Edges with T arrow indicate negative dependency (inhibition) between genes. For zigzag lines, red lines mean positive dependency in condition 1 but negative dependency in condition 2. Green lines mean negative dependency in condition 1 but positive dependency in condition 2. For all lines thickness indicates the significance level: All edges are detected at the 0.05 significance level, but with different pvalues. The thicker the edges are the smaller the p-value, and the more significant.
The differential network results of the Cell Cycle pathway are shown in Fig. 5 , and identifies a differential rewiring hub with SFN (14-3-3 s/YWHAS), a unique member of the 14-3-3 family. SFN is more often tumor suppressive rather than pro-growth/pro-proliferative. In breast cancer, its promoter becomes hypermethylated (leading to silencing) early in during cancer progression. The inverse expression pattern for SFN and YWHAZ in these tumors, and the previously undocumented negative relationship between these two 14-3-3 family members are interesting phenomena. One could hypothesize that there is a shift in dominance between Early and Never recurrences. The d form of YWHAZ (14-3-3 z/d) is brain-specific and z form binds IRS1. Increased expression of YWHAZ is already shown to be associated with poor Tamoxifen response [41] , [42] .
Genomic Instability Affects Ovarian Cancer Transcriptional Network Topology
It is believed that genetic aberrations play a role in tumorigenesis in part through further by increasing the rate of chromosome mutations, including deletion and amplification of genes involved in critical cellular processes. Chromosomal instability is a defining characteristic of most human cancers [43] . However, the role of CIN in tumorigenesis remains poorly understood and few clues exist regarding the interaction between CIN and the transcriptional networks that lead to phenotype differences [44] . We applied DDN to analyze TCGA ovarian cancer data set to evaluate how the different overall patterns of breaking points in chromosomes affect the network structure. We used the calculated CIN Index to quantify the genomic instability degrees of tumor samples. Specifically, based on the values of CIN Index, we divided the samples into groups that were genetically most unstable and most stable and compared their transcriptional network differences. We used TCGA level 3 copy number data to calculate the CIN Index for 556 samples. Each of the 22 chromosomes were assigned a CIN Index to reflect its stability in terms of number of break points and amplitude of amplifications or deletions.
We selected 25 samples with lowest CIN indices as stable group and 25 samples with highest CIN indices as the unstable group from TP53 mutated samples. Our method was applied to learn the differential network structure between stable and unstable groups in Cell Cycle and Apoptosis pathways were retrieved from KEGG pathway database and the results are shown in Fig. 6 . Red edges represent the unstable group and green edges represent the stable group. The network structure in the stable group was more defined as the green edges are connected in longer paths and form complex networks. While red edges in unstable groups appear shorter and more sporadic.
Integrated Study on MB Responses to ATO Treatment
Medulloblastoma is the most common and highly malignant childhood brain tumor that has a tendency to spread throughout the brain and central nervous system. Current therapies leave a majority of survivors with serious auditory and neuro-cognitive deficits, underscoring the need for the development of more effective treatments for MB. The origin of MB is complex and is often characterized by alterations in survival and cell cycle regulatory pathways and genes. For example, Sonic Hedgehog pathway is normally inactive in the mature cerebellar neuron, while its activation by the Smoothened (Smo) signal leads to unchecked tumor cell proliferation [45] . ATO is an FDA approved, second line therapeutic used for treating certain cancers and we have shown it can effectively treat MB, preclinically [23] via targeting hypothesized MB signaling mechanisms [46] . There is a significant information gap in the literature on the efficacy and therapeutic molecular biology of MB treated by ATO. Furthermore, the previous in vivo studies using the ND2-SmoA1 MB model was primarily an endpoint study, and the information on kinetics of tumor growth was missing, accurate tumor growth analyses using longitudinal imaging was lacking, and a multiplatform systems biology approach was not rigorously applied.
We acquired the new survival data, MRI volumetric scans, and protein expressions from the ND1-SmoA1 MB mice, in vivo. This combination of precise survival-imaging based phenotyping with multiplatform molecular genotyping creates an opportunity to mechanistically elucidate the efficacy and mechanism of action by ATO on MB.
Using QC-approved survival data, we performed Kaplan-Meier survival analysis. The curves in Fig. 2 give percent survival on the y-axis and time (in days) on the x-axis. Log-rank test comparing the survival curves resulted in a P-value of 0.0499 ( < 0:05), and hazard ratio of 0.6719 with 95 percent confidence interval. Consistent with our previous study, ATO increased overall survival with a larger mean of 181 days versus a mean of 161 days in control treated animals. MRI based tumor volume estimates are summarized in Table 1 . The ATO group had a mean growth rate of 0.0116 mm/day with a standard deviation of 0.0047 mm/ day; the MB control group had a mean growth rate of 0.0361 mm/day with a standard deviation of 0.0472 mm/ day, the tumor growth curves are shown in Fig. 7 . While our tumor growth results do not reach statistical significance (P-value of 0.1299 by two-sample unequal-variance t-test), the combination of the survival and MRI data strongly indicated, for the first time, that ATO reduced actual tumor growth rates, resulting in an increased lifespan in ATO-MB mice. Our results also support the utility of an imaging-based strategy for assessing and monitoring tumor response to therapy, potentially valuable in clinical trials of novel therapies using human subjects where imaging signatures as the endpoint provide a non-invasive and continuous monitoring capability [18] .
We had previously reported that ErbB2, a protein involved in growth of cells, was down-regulated with ATO treatment [19] . Looking more extensively at the top 20 prioritized proteins (Fig. 8) , we examined their up/down-regulation between ATO-treated mice and MB mice without treatment. We subsequently searched relevant literature to infer/confirm the roles of ATO in regulating cell cycle machinery. Our results indicated that ATO down-regulated important anti-apoptotic (or pro-proliferation oncogene) protein expression. Our current analyses now indicate that ATO up-regulated/induced many pro-apoptosis genes, including Bad, Stat3, Smac/Diablo, b-catenin, Ask1, and cleaved Casp3. Since for all these proteins, P < 0:05, our hypothesis that the apoptotic mechanisms are triggered or pro-proliferation mechanism are suppressed by ATO and is statistically significant at a ¼ 0:05.
In response to ATO treatment, different regulatory components and mechanisms are activated and the topology of the cell cycle signaling network changes accordingly [47] . Using the RPMA expression data for 154 cell cycle related proteins, we applied DDN, to detect the topological changes in protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks between MB and ATO. In a biological system or process, many genes work together in cohesion. In addition to ATO's effects directly on relevant proteins, the ATO-induced rewiring of cell cycle signaling pathway network represents another form of molecular therapeutic mechanisms. Our DDN analysis, for the first time, detected many novel topological changes in biological network between the ATO and MB mice (Fig. 9) . Cyclin D1 was previously identified being targeted by ATO [19] , while cPLA2 provides intracellular arachidonic acid to supply both cyclooxygenase and lipoxygenase pathways in cell growth and survival. Our DDN analysis result indicated that the connection between Cyclin D1 and cPLA2 (marked by arrow in Fig. 9 ) existed in MB has been destroyed by ATO treatment. MEK and EGFR are the two cascaded components of MAPK/ERK pathway in regulating transcription and translation. Our result shows that the critical link between MEK and EGFR (marked by arrow in Fig. 9 ) has been eliminated by ATO. We further manually identified proteins closely involved in MB signaling and learned the DDN on this focused subset by comparing the networks of normal samples, tumor samples and tumor samples after ATO treatment, the result of which is shown in Fig. 10 . Edges with different colors have unique meanings: blue-fully recovered by treatment (edges destroyed by tumor are regained); green-weakly created connection after treatment; red-not recovered; black-fully broken down tumor connection; gray-partially broken down tumor connection. Our results may provide new insights into how ATO suppress cancer cell growth at systems level. We had previously reported that ATO restored the link between IGFR1 and ErbB-2 [19] . In this more comprehensive study, DDN identified a novel ATO driven link between induced p38MAPK activity and the spindle checkpoint protein BUB3. In addition, since the link between p38MAPK and HIF1 remain partially active, further insights into the mechanistic insights into ATO antitumor activity are illuminated. Importantly, cPLA2 provides intracellular arachidonic acid to supply both cyclooxygenase and lipoxygenase pathways in cell growth and survival. Our DDN analysis result indicated that the levels cPLA2 activity that existed in MB have been significantly affected by ATO treatment, possibly also helping to repress HIF1 activity in the tumors.
CONCLUSION
We present a framework to integrate comprehensive analyses including DDN, MRI, tumor growth modeling, survival analysis and RPMA analysis. Outputs of different analysis modules are interconnected to consolidate the overall conclusions.
DDN analysis was applied to public gene expression data of breast cancer and ovarian cancer samples, and to protein expression data of MB samples to study their network signatures and responses to drug treatment. In network comparison of breast cancer recurrent patients and non-recurrent patients, DDN identified interesting alterations in gene interactions that may play critical role in breast cancer recurrence. Further, DDN was used to reveal how genetic variation affects network structural changes in highgrade ovarian cancer data.
As a more challenging task of integrating multiple data sources into a systematical study, we presented our integrative approach in the MB treatment experiment involving sources of information with multiple scales. Using the ND2-SmoA1 MB model and novel combinations of in vivo imaging, molecular profiling, and computational biology, we confirmed our previous findings that that ATO treatment increased overall survival and went on to establish that ATO reduced actual tumor growth rates using longitudinal MRIbased tumor volume estimates in vivo. DDN analysis confirmed that treatment responses to ATO involved changes in critical protein-pathway interactions in the cancer cells proliferative machinery and revealed a novel topological rewiring of biological network by ATO, providing new insights into how ATO suppresses cancer cell growth, warranting further extensive therapeutic and mechanistic studies [3] .
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